Italian Embassy
Tripoli

MEDICAL CARE
1. Entry visa application form.
Application form duly completed and signed (in case of minors, signature of parental authority/legal guardian) and
dated. Link Application Ita/Ara o Eng/Ita.

2. Recent photos.

Size 3.5 cm x 4.5 cm, white background, please check the specifications at ICAO. Link Requirements photograph ICAO - Ita /
Eng .

3. Original Passport [visit

Extract Article 12 Regulation (CE) 810/2009].

Passport valid up to three months after the expiry of the requested visa, issued less than 10 years ago, at least 2
free pages.

4. Reservation return ticket.
5. Healthcare documentation including:




Medical record issued in the country of residence, certifying the actual illness and is not curable.
Declaration of the Italian private or public health facility ( the letter must be accredited with the National
Health Service) specifying type of treatment, start date, duration and estimated cost;
Certificate issued by the Italian health facility confirming the patient has provided a 30% deposit of the
estimated cost for healthcare requested or, alternatively, specific regional resolution or authorization issued
by the Ministry of health within the framework or humanitarian programmes.

6. Supporting documentation proving the applicant has sufficient resources in Italy to cover
the outstanding amounts for healthcare, food and lodging outside the health facility, and
repatriation of the patient, for any person accompanying the patient (Invitation letter, CUD or
document proving the income, house contract (rent or ownership), other).
7. For any person accompanying the patient: (i) health insurance; (ii) proof accommodation
in Italy.
The health insurance covering a minimum of 30.000 euro for emergency hospitalisation and repatriation expenses
during whole stay, valid throughout the Schengen Area. [visit Extract Article 15 Regulation (CE) 810/2009]. Hotel
reservation or declaration of hospitality with a copy of Host’s Italian passport or ID card.

Please note that, in case of medical examination will be issued Tourist visa.
Attention: to be easy the management file you have to submit all documentation already cited as follows: copy +
original in vision, as the order of the list. All documents that in Arabic language should be translated in Italian or
English language.

Legislation reference:
Chapter II - Article. 9-17 of visa law [Reg.CE810/2009] and Attach II - Part II point 6, Part III and Attach 14 of Manual.
T.U.I. 286/98, art.36 e 394/99, art.44. interministerial decree 850/2011, attach A point 19.

Italian Embassy reserve to request further documents if required for the practical assessment.
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